
Choose the correct homophone from the parentheses to complete each 

sentence.

5) Cindy photographed the eating honey.  (bears / bares)

4) Alyssa collected sea shells at the .  (sure / shore)

6) Brenda took a turn at the crossroads.  (right / write)

3) There is a tree in Heidi's backyard orchard.  (pear / pair)

2) The of clowns made Sandra happy.  (site / sight)

1) Momma said, “ Watch out, don't the vase.”   (break / brake)

9) The troupe of  acrobats took a after their performance.  (bough / bow)

10) Paula Radcli!e achieved a remarkable by setting a new marathon world

record.  (feat / feet)

7) Je! found the missing of the jigsaw puzzle.  (peace / piece)

8) Terry drew a picture of a dragon on a sheet of paper.  (plane / plain)

Name :

Example : The London Eye is a popular tourist attraction on the River

Thames.(Eye, I) 
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Choose the correct homophone from the parentheses to complete each 

sentence.

5) Cindy photographed the bears eating honey.  (bears / bares)

4) Alyssa collected sea shells at the shore .  (sure / shore)

6) Brenda took a right turn at the crossroads.  (right / write)

3) There is a pear tree in Heidi's backyard orchard.  (pear / pair)

2) The sight of clowns made Sandra happy.  (site / sight)

1) Momma said, “ Watch out, don't break the vase.”   (break / brake)

9) The troupe of  acrobats took a bow after their performance.  (bough / bow)

10) Paula Radcli!e achieved a remarkable feat by setting a new marathon world

record.  (feat / feet)

7) Je! found the missing piece of the jigsaw puzzle.  (peace / piece)

8) Terry drew a picture of a dragon on a plain sheet of paper.  (plane / plain)

Answer keyName :

Example : The London Eye is a popular tourist attraction on the River

Thames.(Eye, I) 

Homophones
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